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censor, n. An official in some countries whose 
duty it is to inspect all books, journals, 
dramatic pieces, etc., before publication, to 
secure that they shall contain nothing immoral, 
heretical, or offensive to the government. More 
explicitly dramatic censor, film censor.
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censure, v. To pronounce an adverse judgement on, 
express disapproval of, criticize unfavourably; 
to find fault with, blame, condemn.
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provide funding
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Rationale

● Religious

● Moral

● Political

Timing

● Pre-production 
(screenplay, financing…)

● Post-production (cuts)

● Main run (local bans...)

● Secondary distribution 
(import/export bans, 
modified TV versions…)

● Legacy, canonization 



  

Context: the French film industry 
after World War Two

● 1945-1950: one of the least 
celebrated eras of French filmmaking

● Initial shortages of film

● 1946 - Blum-Byrnes agreement
– only 4 out of every 13 weeks reserved 
for French films

– French film industry complains of market 
being flooded by Hollywood productions

– 1948 – agreement revised after protests



  



  

Jean-Pierre Barrot, 
“Une tradition de la qualité” 
(“A tradition of quality”), 1953



  

La Route du Bagne
(Léon Mathot, 1945)



  



  



  

Censoring based on quality

● Film censorship laws revised at 
various points throughout period

● 1945 – La Route du bagne receives 
initial export ban (Hervé 2001)

● 1946 - Proposal by the French 
Federation of Film Critics, pitched 
by Jeander and Sadoul, includes 
“quality” along with more 
traditional criteria for censorship



  

Redefining quality
● For the post-war French film industry: 
quality = production values, artisanship 

–> ability to compete with Hollywood (Barrot 1953)

● For the Cahiers critics and their followers: 
quality = pre-New Wave “daddy’s cinema” (Truffaut 
1954)
– Popular, commercial cinema

– Shot in studios

– A cinema of artisans (rather than artists)?

● Later, for 1970s censors:

quality = a way to differentiate art cinema and 
pornography



  

“This brilliant idea could only 
have been conceived within a 
national cinema with a long, 
rich, and byzantine culture of 
censorship. Such ingenious 
inventions require an extra-
ordinarily refined imagination, 
built up by fighting against the 
rigorous stupidity of a puritan 
code. The fact is that Hollywood  
-- despite and because of all the 
taboos that prevail there -- 
remains the capital of cinematic 
eroticism.”

André Bazin, 1953



  

“We owe it to the American film 
censors that Marlowe is no longer 
queer, and that characters are 
either sympathetic or loathsome. 
Moral censorship is thus a 
necessity.”

François Truffaut, 1954



  

La politique des auteurs
● While Truffaut claimed that his criticism 
was purely formalist, it actually included a 
deeply reactionary political discourse 
(Dufour 2015)

● Not only a preference for directors with a 
distinctive, personal style, but for a 
certain worldview (Hess 1974):
– Individualistic heroes

– An optimistic view of human potential against 
the backdrop of a corrupt world

– Art cinema should be devoid of social or 
political messages



  

Conclusions
● “Quality” can mean almost anything one wants 
it to mean

● Censors sometimes conceal political motives 
when suppressing speech

● Critics can also be disingenuous when 
claiming their criticism is apolitical

● Censorship and criticism can both be framed 
as creative processes that influence the 
history of cinema

● Do movements aiming to influence the future 
of cinema amount to a form of censorship?



  

● L’Écran français: championing “quality” French films that could compete with 
Hollywood; also in favor of limiting Hollywood access to French theaters

● La politique des auteurs: Bazin, Truffaut and the critics of Cahiers du cinéma 
attacked academic “quality” filmmaking and promoted their vision for a new kind 
of art cinema

Agitating to reshape the future of cinema
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attacked academic “quality” filmmaking and promoted their vision for a new kind 
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● The MPPDA production code: pressure to create a more “wholesome” cinema. Catholic 
Legion of Decency, Protestant, Jewish, and secular groups, social scientists 
(Payne Fund studies) [Black 1994, Leff and Simmons 2001]

● Socialist realism: Zhdanovism was not only a cultural and censorship policy 
within the Soviet Union, but influenced left-leaning artists throughout the world

● Encouraging racial/ethnic/gender diversity in cinema: recent rules added by the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to require diversity in hiring for 
films to be considered for the Best Picture award

Agitating to reshape the future of cinema



  

The CNC censorship commission 
(commission de contrôle)

Ministry representatives

– Defense

– Education

– Justice

– Foreign affairs

– Colonies

– etc.

Industry representatives

– Directors

– Screenwriters

– Technicians

– Producers

– Critics

– etc.

President
Member of the Council of State
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Main CNC censorship
● Full national bans
● Imposed cuts
● Age restrictions
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● Export bans
● Import bans
● Cuts/changes for 

foreign release

Pre-censorship
● Screenplay read by 

CNC censorship 
commission

● Full or partial 
rejections

● Negotiated changes Crédit national
● Withholding public 

funding from projects

Encouraging self-censorship


